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Government affairs on duty and emergency duty work are a very important daily 
work of government departments at all levels. At present, government departments at 
all levels have established and perfected government affairs on duty and emergency 
duty work agencies, as the hub of communicating up and down, contacting inside and 
outside, and coordinating right and left, there agencies play a very important role in 
ensuring government decree smoothness, and smooth and efficient information 
transfer, and they are also important safeguards for government to effectively respond 
and dispose sudden events, and maintain social harmony and stability. The key of 
government affairs on duty and emergency duty work of government lies in ‘timely 
and effectively disposing all kinds of emergencies’, this requires on duty and duty 
system should always keep contacting and smoothly, and information reporting of 
sudden events should be timely and accurately. In order to achieve this goal, certain 
district’s emergency response office supports operators on duty to conveniently and 
quickly complete information collection and processing, upload release and other 
emergency duty work by virtue of scientific and technical means through establishing 
emergency duty system, it combines core workflow of emergency duty with telephone, 
fax, short messages, network and many kinds of communication means of information 
collection and information transfer, real-time monitors, actively collects and 
comprehensively grasps related information. The main function of emergency duty 
system is to help operators on duty to effectively standardize on-duty operating 
procedures, reduce working errors and improve working efficiency of emergency duty 
work. 
By the method of software engineering, the dissertation uses unified modeling 
language to describe the requirements analysis of system, general design and detailed 
design. Meanwhile, the paper gives vivid description of the system by using case 















uses Power Designer data modeling tool to build up conceptual data model and 
physical data model，and it will lay the foundation for the implementation of the 
follow-up system. 
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